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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10100-10062
TO: OPCO CITY

COMM. 5/24/69

COS: 1

INFO: F1, F1/SIG, F1/HMT 2, SR 7, DD/1, CCS, OC 4, ORR 3, VR

PRIORITY

S40 CEN
DEERED
RUTINE

CITE DIR
85818

FROM

INFO

TO

CHUCK VACHON

1. RECOMMEND ADDITIONAL DATA ON CHICOM FAIR:

A. WILL EXHIBIT INCLUDE TRUCKS, TRACTORS, AGRICULTURAL
   AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, AND ELECTRONIC HARDWARE?

B. CAN STATION ARRANGE SECURE NIGHT ACCESS TO EXHIBIT
   EXHIBS. FOR CHUCKVACHON TEAM TO EXPLOIT BY INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY?

C. CIVILIAN ASSIGNED TO JOINT CHUCKVACHON CENTER ALSO
   DESIRES PARTICIPATE IN COLLECTION AT FAIR. IF NIGHT ACCESS PER

VARA 1 (b) ABOVE ARRANGED, DOES STATION SEE OBSTACLES TO INCLUDING
   HIM IN CHUCKVACHON TEAM WITH MARTIN PROPERLY?

END OF MESSAGE

ASS/DR J. M. Aleksandrini (in draft)

FR/FR C. V. Fisher (in draft)